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Hofmann introduces the latest in wheel balancing technology
— the Hofmann Geodyna 500 Cordless Handspin Balancer

Specifications

This revolutionary wheel balancer is designed for mobile service vehicles, single-bay
shops and quick-lube facilities. The Geodyna 500 is equipped with balancing features
found on more expensive machine, yet is affordability priced.
Portable
The cordless feature allows the balancer to be transported for use in the field where
no electrical power is available.
Compact Design
The "500" requires no wheel guard allowing the balancer to accept a wide range of
tire and wheel assemblies.

Shipping weight

125 lbs.

Rim width range

3.0" - 20"

Rim diameter range

8.0" - 30"

Max. tire diameter

44"

Max. tire width

20”

Max rim diameter

30”

Max. wheel weight

120 lbs.

Accuracy

1g or 0.05 oz

Standard Accessories

Seven Balancing Modes
The "500" is equipped with seven balancing modes, static, dynamic and five alloy
modes allow use of both hammer-on and adhesive weights to handle most wheel
applications.

Automotive Cone Kit(4)

1.7" to 5.2"

Quick-nut, pressure cup, rim width gauge, weight pliers,
storage pegs, 12VDC battery pack, 12VDC battery charger,

Automatic Data Entry
This time saving feature precisely enters the rim distance automatically, eliminating
operator errors and customer comebacks.

115V to 12VDC wall adapter.

Optional Accessories:

Self-ccalibration by Operator
The operator can re-calibrate the balancer in two easy steps, ensuring accuracy while
saving costly service calls.

Lug Adapter for 3,4,5 and 6 hole rims
Light Truck spacer
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Hofmann manufactures a complete line of wheel service equipment.

High performance wheel balancer
with all automatic data entry.

Imaging & Conventional
Alignment Equipment
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